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ON THE REPRESENTATION OF
AVERAGING OPERATORS

Nota

(*)

di G. C. ROTA

(a Cambridge,

1. Introduction. - Recent developments in the theory of
turbulence (see (7), (8) and especially (6), where further references will be found) have led to a systematic study of some
concepts which were formerly only implicitly used. One of
these is that of a Reynolds operator, studied by Kampé de
Fériet, G. Birkhoff and M.me Dubreil-Jacotin; a related notion
is that of an averaging operator, whose importance was
first pointed our in (6) and (7). The history of the subject
is excellently explained in (6) and (7).
The present work intends to fill a gap in the theory of
averaging operators. Our aim is to give a complete representation theory of averaging operators in some of the function
spaces of most frequent occurrence. This is done by starting
from a i minimal » system of postulates for averaging operators which are independent from any order structure of
the function space. The thesis of Mrs. Moy (12) gives a result
related to ours, sta.rting however from a less stringent system
of postulates than those set forth below.
The exposition is self-contained. Lemma 1 is stated in
slightly different form by Mrs. Moy.
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2. Averaging Operators. - In this and the following
section we shall only consider probability spaces (S, 23, (L),
= 1.
that is, measure spaces 2) for which
By « functions »
we mean as usual equivalence classes modulo sets of measure
zero. If ~’ is a subfield of the a-field ~, then we denote by
(S, ~’, 1L) the measure space obtained by restricting the
measure IL to E’. All function spaces are tacitly taken over
the real field endowed with its natural Borel structure.
DEFINITION.

An

averaging operator (or average)
is a fixed real number, 1 p
Lp(8, ~, ¡L)
a linear operator in
with the following
~,
properties:
(1) A is a contraction operator:

f or f

in

in
is
three

A

~, 11).

(2) If f is of class
bounded function on (S, 1,
is of class Lp (S, ~,
and

¡J.),

~, p) and g is an
then the function

essentially

(3) If 1(8) is the function identically equal to one on S,
then
The following examples may be found enlightening by
the reader who is puzzled by this definition. Consider first
the case when the range of the operator A is a one-dimensional
subspace. Then our main theorem below will show that A
is the operator

2 ~ We follow the notation in Dunford and Schwartz, (1).
as) It follows from the main theorem proved below that every averaging operator in this sense is also an averaging operator in the sense
of Birkhoff (6) and Sopka (10).
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that is, the ordinary average&#x3E;&#x3E; or mean of the function f.
A slightly more general example is obtained when the range
of A is a finite-dimensional subspace. Again, it is a consequence of the main theorem that the operator A can be
described as follows. There is a partition of S into a finite
number of disjoint measurable sets E1 , E~ ,y ... ,y En of positive
measure, and for every function f in the given space,

The second example is immediately extended to a countable
partition of S. However, any further non-trivial example of
averaging operator lies beyond this « naive » approach, and
requires the following notion from measure theory.
Let Z~ be a a-subfield of ~, and let f be of class Lp(S, S, y)
(again for fixed p). Then the countably additive set function
on

is
a

Z’

(J.-continuous. By the Radon-Nikodym
unique E’-measurable function f’ such

Theorem there exists
that

The function f’ is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of f relative to the a-subfield ~’. It is evident that the operator
A f f is linear and bounded; in fact, it is easily verified
that it is an averaging operator. In probability theory f’
is the conditional expectation of f relative to the a -field E’.
The first of the examples given above is obtained by taking
the Radon-Nikodym derivative of f relative to the minimal
subfield consisting of the two sets (0 and S) ; the second
is obtained by considering the 6-subfield E’ generated by a
partition, and again taking the Radon-Nikodym derivative.
Thus the operator f -- f is a natural generalization of the
elementary mean taken over a partition. Our main result
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averaging operator in
Radon-Nikodym derivative

by taking

a

is obtained

~,

states that every

relative to

a

suitably

defined subfield.
Before embarking upon a proof of this result, consider
the intuitive meaning of the crucial property (2) of averages.
This property was obtained inductively from the study of
certain operators introduced by Osborne Reynolds in turbulence theory; it also appears in Tarski’s quantification axiom
(see (6)). Algebraically it can be considered as a strenghthening
of the property of linearity of the operator A, for it states
that A remains linear when the vector space is endow ed with
the richer structure of module over a certain subring of the
ring of essentially bounded functions (cf. Lemma 2
3. Main

Representation Theorem. -

begin by

esta-

unavoidable technical lemmas, some of them of
blihing
independent interest. It is always tacitly assumed that p is
a real number greater than one.
some

LEMMA 1. Let g
(S, E, (1), and let a
form p(g), where p
a-field generated by
is a Borel set on the
is the subspace

of

be an essentially bounded function on
be the collection of all functions of the
is a real polynomial. Let E (g) be the
where h’
sets of the form
line. Then the closure of ~ in L(S, E2 VI)

(g), ~,).

Proof. A measure yg on the line
is defined by the formula

(the

o

distribution function »

g)

where F is any Borel set. Since g is bounded, the measure
vg has compact carrier, say the interval [r, s]. For any realvalued Borel f unction h on the line we have the identity

In

particular,

if E is

a

set in E

(g),

and

g(E) - F,

then F
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is

a

Borel

set,

and

Since the characteristic function x, is a pointwise limit
everywhere on [r, 8] of a sequence of polynomials in the real
variable t, it follows from the bounded convergence theorem
that XF is a limit of polynomials in
s], ~, (1.) and hence,
that xE is a limit in norm of a sequence of polynomials
in the function g in
1, (g), y). Thus the characte
ristic function 7, E lies in the closnre of 61. The statement
then follows from the fact that simple functions are dense
in

~,
PROPOSITION 1.

(Birkhoff). Every

average is

a

projection

(that is, A~’ ~ A ).
Proof.

By (2)

and

(3)

we

have

.

LEMMA 2. Let g be an essentially bounded function for
which Ag = g, and let E (g) be the a-field generated by g,
as in Lemma 1. Then for every measurable set E in E (g)
we

have

Proof. If g is fixed under A and bounded, then g2 is also
bounded and fixed under A, for by (2) and Prop. 1 we have

It follows by induction that A(gn) gn for any positive integer n, and hence that A ( p (g)) = p(g) for any real polynomial p.
Lemma 1 and the uniform continuity of A entail that A f - f
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for any

special

f

in

case

The assertion of the Lemma is
(g),
of this conclusion.

a

PROPOSITION 2. Every averaging operator in L,(S, 21, IL)
maps essentially bounded functions into essentially bounded
functions.
Proof. Let f be essentially bounded. From the knowledge
that A is bounded in Lp one can only infer that the function
g A f is of class Lp. However, the «averaging identity s, (2)
shows that A. ( f g) - g2 is also of class Lp , and by induction
are of class Lp for any positive
that all powers
integer n. Applying (1) and Holder’s inequality we find that

and hence that

for all

positive n. Letting n tend to infinity we find (cf.
[3], p. 39, Thm. 14F) that the left hand side tends to
which is thus seen to be finite, q. e. d.
LEMMA 3. The

Loomis

equality

holds for every function

f

in

Lp(S, ~,

Proof. Let A ~ be the

adjoint operator of A in
--~ q-1= 1). We shall first prove that

:, 11)
=

I. Note
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that for

Secondly,

we

g(s) - (A*’I)(s)

we

have

by (3)

from

infer that

Since

equality obtains in Holder’s inequality,
( (1), 111.9.42) that g - I almost everywhere.
Now to the proof of the Lemma. For f of

conclude

we

class

Lp

we

obtain

q.e.d. 4).
The

proof

of the main Theorem is

THEOREM 1. Let A be

now

almost concluded.

averaging operator in
~, (1)
exists a unique a-subf ield ~’ of I
where f is the Radon-Nikodym
the a-field ~’ .

an

(for fixed p). Then there
such that A f = f’ f or f in
derivative of f relative to

Proof. Let 21~ be the smallest a-field containing all a-fields
I (g), where g is any bounded function fixed under
It is
immediate from Lemma 2 and assumption (2) that for every
E in
Therefore, by Lemma 3 and (2), for
all E in ~’,

4) The preceding argument does
case is even simpler.

this

not include the

case

p

=

1, but
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If the function f is bounded, then .4f is £"measurable. Therefore the first and last members in the above equalities now
show that Af is the Radon-Xikodym derivative f of f relative
to the a-field E’. Thus
whenever f is essentially bounded.
Since 4 has a unique extension to the entire space, the proof
is complete.

4. Averages of Essentially Bounded Functions. - Two
properties of averaging operators in L~ (S, ~, y) for finite p
which follow at once from the preceding Theorem are the
f ollowing :

(A)

An

averaging operator

is

uniquely

determined

by

its range.

(B) Every averaging operator is selfadjoint. That is,
if the operator A, as well as its adjoint A~, are restricted to
the dense subspace of essentially bounded functions, then
A = A*. This follows from the identity for Radon-Nikodym
derivatives, for bounded f and g,

Neither (A) nor (B) hold for averaging operators in Loo (8, ~, v).
This happens because there is a far wider variety of averages
of essentially bounded functions. We derive below the structure
of such operators, as far as it can be described in full

generality.
PROPOSITION 3.

is

an

Every averaging operator
order-preserving transformation.

in

E, v)

order-preserving isometric isomor~, y) onto C ( S1 ), the B-algebra
on a compact Hausdorff space 81
(for a proof, see (1), V.8.11). It follows that if A is an averaging operator in Ljo? then the operator A’ = I’’AF-1 is a
bounded operator in the B-space C(Sl) with the following three
Proof. We can find an
~’ of the algebra
of all continuous functions

phism
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properties:
(1’) A’

is

a

contraction,

for any tho continuous

functions f and g,

Since the isomorphism is order-preserving, the assertion will
be established if it is shown that the operator A’ preserves
order. If this were not the case, then we could find a real
function f in 0(81), which without loss of generality we
can assume to take values between 0 and 1, such that
(A’ f )(so) = e 0 at some point so in S1. Therefore
(A’ {I f ))(80)=1-f- e &#x3E; 1. Since the function 1 f, lies between
0 and 1, this contradicts the assumption that A’ is a con-

traction, q.e.d.
From the preceding proof it is seen that the family of
is « isomorphic &#x3E;&#x3E; to the
averaging operators in Ljo (S, 1,
all
of
in
family
averaging operators
C ( Sl ), as defined by
The
latter
have
been
studied by G. Birkhoff
(1’) - (3’).
operators
in (7), J. Sopka in (9) and J. L. Kelley in (10). Using the
results of these authors together with the representation of
Loo as a C-space, one can obtain some information about
general averaging operators in Loo. The following discussion is
therefore limited to those results which do not follow from
such a representation technique.
Let E (A) be the field of all measurable sets whose characteristic functions are invariant under A. We qan Z (A)
the field associated with the averaging operator A. In general,
E (A) is not a a-field. One can characterize the range of the
operator A as follows.
PROPOSITION 4. Let d. be an averaging operator in Loo (S, ~, 1£),
and let E (A) be the associated field. Then the range of A
is the subspace of all essentially bounded f unctions f such
that, for any real a and b (possibly infinite) the set

belongs

to the field

(A).
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Proof. By Prop. 1 the range of A consists of all functions
invariant under A . Let f be one such function, and let E be
the set [4]. Since the product of two invariant characteristic
functions is again invariant, we can assume without loss of
generality that a = 0 and b is infinite. From the identity
is nonw-e infer that the function
is
therefore
that
negative ;
is,
AXE supported on E,
Let E’ - S E ; then
so that
(3). Multiplying both sides by xE we obtain
is
as
show.
wanted
to
we
invariant,
XE
Conversely, suppose that f safisfies the condition of the Proposition. We show that f is invariant under A. If Af ~ f on a
set of positive measure, then there exist real numbers a and
b such that the sets in [4] for f and A f do not coincide almost
everywhere. We can assume without loss of generality that a = 0
and b is infinite, and that the set where A f is non-negative does
not contain the set E in [4], where f is non-negative (otherwise
take - f ). Thus xE is invariant under f, by hypothesis, but
XE Af is negative on a set of positive measure. This contradicts
Prop. 3.
In virtue of Prop. 4, every function f invariant under A is
measurable relative to the a-f ield ~’ (A ) generated by the associated field E (A). The converse of this statement is false in
general; and this indicates that the introduction of purely finitely additive measures is essential to the problem.
Let v be a finitely additive real measure on the a-field E
and vanishing on all -null sets. It is well-known that the indefinite integral

is well-defined for all essentially bounded functions f . Now suppose that the restriction of the measure v to a given sub-a-field
2;’ is countably additive. Then the set f unction v (f ; E) restricted
to E’ is absolutely continuous relative to 1L, and the R,ardonNikodym derivative of v ( f ; E 1 is well-def ined ; we call it the
Radon-Nikodyln derivative of the pair ( f, v) relative to the
a-f ield BB
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THEOREM 2. Let A be an averaging operator in
y)
with associated field f A ), and let ~’ (A ) be the a-f ield generated
by E (A). Then there exists a unique positive finitely additive
measure VA defined on 1: and varnishing on tJ.-null sets, such
that:

(b) for every essentially bounded function f, the function
is
A f the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the pair ( f, vA ) relative
to the a-f ield ~’ (A ).
Proof. We recall that the conjugate space of
1, is
the B-space ba(S, E, y) of all finitely additive set functions
which vanish on
sets (cf. (1), IV.8.16). Denoting again
9.~’
have then
the
adjoint operator of ,4 , let vA =
by
the identity

for E in I (A). In particular for f = I we obtain vA (E) =
therefore v 4 is countably additive on E (A), and by a wellknown theorem of Carathéodory also countably additive on
the 6-field E’ (A ). Thus the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the
is well-defined. and [5] holds for all E in E’ (A).
pair (f,
The first and last members of [5] show that A f is the RadonNikodym derivative of the pair (1, VA) relative to ~’ (A ). The
uniqueness and positivitz- of the measure VA are also immediately inferred from [5].
The converse -of Thm. 2 is false, as may be e-apected from
its counterpart in
as shown in (7). This raises the question of whether there is a natural characterization among all
averaging operators with the same range of the one which is
obtained by taking the Radon-Nikodym derivative relative to the
a-field ~’ (A), as in Thm. 1. Such -a characterization is derived
below. We say that a bounded operator A in Ln is weakly continuous when it is continuous in the weak L,-topology of L;c.
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PROPOSITION 5. Let A be an averaging operator in Lx (S, ~, 11).
The associated field 21 (A) is a a-field and A f .- f’ (the RadonNikodym derivative of f relative to the j-field S (A)) if and only
if A*pL = ~.

Proof. The necessity of the condition is clear, in virtue of
Remark (B). To establish the sufficiency, we remark that the
assumption gives the identity

essentially bounded f . Writing f = f+ - f-, where
and f- are non-negative, we get by Prop. 3 that (Af+)(s) +
and hence
+ (A~)(s) &#x3E; ~

for all

Therefore A can be extended to an averaging operator in
~, ~t), and the result follows f rom Thm. 1 (*).

Remark. The assumption of weak continuity of A is not

strong enough to give the conclusion of Prop. 4. To see this,
it suffices to consider the case
is a finite atomic measure
space, and apply the Theorem of Birkhoff (6-) for continuous
functions, noting that in this simple case the conditions given
thPrP for an averaging operator in C(S) are also sufficient. Such
an example also shows that in general the adjoint operator of
an averaging operator is not an averaging operator.
-

------

-

---

(*) Dr. P. C. Shields of M. I. T. was kind
oversight in the first draft of this proof, and
vement.

out an
to ~~~~~;~=~i an

impro-
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